
The vision system must be able to map structured linguistic 
descriptions to hierarchical object descriptions that capture the 
types and relationships of referenced object parts. These mappings 
can then be used to build representations of previously unknown 
objects which can then be recognized so long as the vision system 
is able to recognize its constituent parts and the described relations 
between those parts.

The vision system must be able to handle descriptions of 3-D 
properties of objects, 2-D surface patterns and textures, nouns 
referring to atomic and complex object types, adjective descriptions 
of various object characteristics, and spatial relations.

We ultimately aim to handle descriptions of objects that involve 
complex embedded clauses and descriptions that stretch over 
multiple sentences, but currently restrict ourselves to simple 
descriptions encapsulated in individual utterances.

Being able to quickly and naturally teach robots new 
knowledge is critical for many open-world 
human-robot interaction scenarios. We present a 
novel approach to using natural language context for 
one-shot learning of visual objects, where the robot 
is immediately able to recognize described objects. 
We describe the architectural components involved 
and demonstrate the proposed approach on a robotic 
platform in a proof-of-concept evaluation.
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It is a white box 
with a red cross on it.

It is a white box 
with a red cross on it.

How about now?How about now?

Where is it?Where is it?

Do you see a medkit?Do you see a medkit?

What does a medkit 
look like?

What does a medkit 
look like?

Ok.Ok.

Yes.Yes.

It's over there.It's over there.

Here the request for type identifier for “medkit” failed,
hence no visual search could be performed, and the dialogue
manager was tasked with providing the appropriate feedback

to the human instructor.

Sentence parsed to:
color(X,white)^type(X,box)^color(Y ,red)^type(Y ,cross)^

on(Y ,X) and passed to the vision system where they are grouped
by free variables and used to instantiate visual searches.

Now do you see one?Now do you see one?

Yes.Yes.

color(X,white)
^type(X,box) 
triggers search 
for white boxes

color(Y,red)
^type(Y,cross)

triggers search 
for red crosses

on(Y,X)
triggers search for “on”

relation between objects
box and cross

The robot can now confirm 
that it detects a medkit, and 

can still recognize and 
point to it when it is moved 

to a different location 
in a different pose.
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Two core assumptions of data-driven methods are 
that (1) data sets are available for training and (2) 
training is not time-critical.

Neither assumption is typically met in “open-world” 
scenarios where robots must quickly acquire new 
knowledge during task performance. Data-driven 
methods must thus be augmented with methods such 
as one-shot learning, that allow for on-line learning 
from only a few exemplars 

Most approaches to one-short object learning are 
very limited with respect to allowable teaching 
inputs and often require multiple trials.

This research builds on the successes of recent 
integrated approaches and shows how (1) deep 
interactions between vision and natural language 
processing algorithms and (2) exploitation of 
structured representations can enable one-shot 
object learning from sufficiently specified natural 
language descriptions, thus allowing the robot to 
recognize the object in its environment in different 
contexts and poses. 
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Data-driven learning methods must be complemented by one-shot 
learning methods to meet the demands of future human-robot 
interaction scenarios. We introduced a method for one-shot 
language-guided visual object learning that requires deep 
integration of natural language and vision processing algorithms, 
and demonstrated the approach on a robot in a simple human-robot 
dialogue. Future work will extend the current system to allow the 
robot to maximally exploit the information present in both the 
linguistic and visual stimuli, in order to perform one-shot learning 
of shapes, textures, and spatial relations.

Conclusion

For details of NL System see Cantrell et al. 2010, Briggs et al. 2013 For details of Vision System see Krause et al. 2013
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